Gold nanorod-mediated hyperthermia enhances the efficacy of HPMA copolymer-\(^{90}\)Y conjugates in treatment of prostate tumors
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**A B S T R A C T**

**Introduction:** The treatment of prostate cancer using a radiotherapeutic \(^{90}\)Y labeled N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA) copolymer can be enhanced with localized tumor hyperthermia. An \(^{111}\)In labeled HPMA copolymer system for single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) was developed to observe the biodistribution changes associated with hyperthermia. Efficacy studies were conducted in prostate tumor bearing mice using the \(^{90}\)Y HPMA copolymer with hyperthermia.

**Methods:** HPMA copolymers containing 1, 4, 7, 10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) were synthesized by reversible addition-fragmentation transfer (RAFT) copolymerization and subsequently labeled with either \(^{111}\)In for imaging or \(^{90}\)Y for efficacy studies. Radiolabel stability was characterized in vitro with mouse serum. Imaging and efficacy studies were conducted in DU145 prostate tumor bearing mice. Imaging was performed using single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT). Localized mild tumor hyperthermia was achieved by plasmonic photothermal therapy using gold nanorods.

**Results:** HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugates demonstrated efficient labeling and stability for both radio-nuclides. Imaging analysis showed a marked increase of radiolabeled copolymer within the hyperthermia treated prostate tumors, with no significant accumulation in non-targeted tissues. The greatest reduction in tumor growth was observed in the hyperthermia treated tumors with \(^{90}\)Y HPMA copolymer conjugates. Histological analysis confirmed treatment efficacy and safety.

**Conclusion:** HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugates radiolabeled with both the imaging and treatment radio-isotopes, when combined with hyperthermia can serve as an image guided approach for efficacious treatment of prostate tumors.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in the U.S. [1]. Typically this disease affects men in their later years of life. With early screening the majority of patients can be appropriately treated with much success. However, it remains difficult to treat when the cancer is found in late or advanced stages. Treatment options typically start with surgical resection followed by hormone therapy, chemotherapy, biologic therapy or radiation therapy. Each of these treatments can cause distal or local adverse effects that can lead to lesser quality of life. Therefore, there remains a need to develop novel methods to treat prostate cancer that minimize the potential for side effects.

Macromolecular systems for delivery of therapeutics have been shown to passively target the tumor tissue via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [2]. Leaky vasculature from angiogenesis due to the rapid tumor growth generates increased extravasation rates of macromolecules within the tumor region. Macromolecules do not easily diffuse from the normal vessels because the gaps in vascular walls are largely tight and intact. Evidence suggests that increased concentrations of these delivery systems containing therapeutics improve the treatment of cancer [3,4].

The use of radionuclides for imaging and as radiotherapeutics has been shown to be effective in the diagnosis and treatment of many cancer types [5]. Yet, radiotherapeutics for cancer treatment have had limited application. This is in part due to insufficient localization and the non-specific uptake of radionuclides in the patient causing undesirable non-targeted tissue damage from radiation exposure. Several clinically approved radionuclides for therapy are conjugated to macromolecular tumor targeting monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) in order to target only the specific diseased tissue [6]. However, tumor targets are heterogeneous in various patients and within individual tumors due to a variety of expression levels of the...
targeted antigen. One other shortfall of targeted delivery using MoAbs is that the target receptor is rarely only expressed on the targeted disease tissue which may lead to increased uptake in non-specific tissues thereby increasing the chance of treatment related toxicity. There remains a need to target tumors using other macro-molecular systems.

Use of water-soluble polymers based on N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA) is one potential method to increase radiotherapeutic accumulation in the tumor [7-9]. HPMA copolymers are ideal macromolecular carriers for radionuclide delivery because of their ability to be synthesized in a size controlled manner and presence of a variety of comonomers available to incorporate drugs, imaging agents or tumor targeting ligands [9-12]. Because of their macromolecular nature they are also able to passively target tumors via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [2]. However, the delivery of HPMA copolymers and other macromolecules via the EPR effect has been variable from patient to patient [13]. Therefore, other methods must be considered to increase localization within the tumor.

Previous studies have shown the advantage of localized hyperthermia to increase HPMA copolymer conjugate localization and efficacy in treating prostate tumors [14-16]. Hyperthermia can be easily controlled and localized using plasmonic photothermal therapy (PPTT) [17]. PPTT uses the surface plasmon resonance of gold nanorods (GNR) when activated by the appropriate wavelength of light for controlled activation of heat [17]. Delivery of GNRs to the tumor is also based on passive accumulation and once localized to tumors can be irradiated by laser to augment the localization of subsequently injected polymer therapeutics [15].

The central hypothesis of this work is that by using localized hyperthermia with gold-nanorod-mediated plasmonic photothermal therapy, it is possible to enhance the delivery of HPMA copolymer-ytrrium 90 conjugates to prostate tumors and improve radiotherapeutic efficacy. The overall design of the copolymer system described in this work includes side chain conjugated 1, 4, 7, 10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) for chelation of either $^{111}$In for imaging of the biodistribution of the HPMA copolymer-ytrrium 90 conjugates to prostate tumors and improve radiotherapeutic efficacy. The overall design of the copolymer system described in this work includes side chain conjugated 1, 4, 7, 10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) for chelation of either $^{111}$In for imaging of the biodistribution of the HPMA copolymer-ytrrium 90 conjugates to prostate tumors and improve radiotherapeutic efficacy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals

$N$-(3-Aminopropyl)methacrylamide hydrochloride (APMA) was synthesized according to published methods [20]. 1, 4, 7, 10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid mono-$N$-(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide (APMA-DOTA) was synthesized by combining a molar ratio of 1.5:1 DOTA-NHS-ester to APMA in anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) with 10% diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) and stirred overnight at room temperature. The crude product was precipitated and excessively washed in diethyl ether to form a white powder. The final copolymer molecular weight (528.6 g/mol) was analyzed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (m/z calculated for $C_{27}H_{46}N_6O_8$, 528.5991, found 527 [M-H]$^-$, 549 [M + Na]$^+$).

2.2. Comonomer synthesis and characterization

$N$-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide comonomer (HPMA) was synthesized for use in treating prostate cancer. HPMA and APMA-DOTA were copolymerized by reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization according to Scheme 1. The radical initiator used was 2,2′-Azobis[2-(2-imidazolin-2-yl)propane] dihydrochloride (VA-044) and the chain transfer agent 2-cyano-2-propyl dodecyl trithiocarbonate (CPDT). At a molar ratio of 300:1:0.67 monomers/CPDT/VA-044 in methanol with total concentration of 1 M, monomers were polymerized at 50 °C for 24 h in a nitrogen-purged sealed ampule to control the size and polydispersity of the HPMA copolymers. The final product was obtained by precipitating in diethyl ether and the resulting white solid was dissolved in deionized water and subsequently dialyzed using a 3.5 kDa molecular weight cut off (MWCO) dialysis bag (Spectrum Laboratories, Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA). The purified...
copolymers was obtained by lyophilization and analyzed by Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) system (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) equipped with a multi-angle light scattering (MALS) detector (Wyatt Technologies, Santa Barbara, CA). DOTA content was determined by analyzing gadolinium content (assuming a 1:1 ratio) after chelation according to previously described methods [21].

2.4. Radiolabeling with $^{111}$In and $^{90}$Y

HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugate was labeled with radioisotopes according to previously published methods [22,23]. 10 mg of HPMA copolymer-DOTA was dissolved in 250 μl of 1.0 M sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0. 10 mCi of [111In]InCl₃ or [90Y]YCl₃ was also treated with 0.25 ml of 1.0 M sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0. Radioactive compounds were added to the HPMA copolymer-DOTA solution and incubated at 50 °C for 1.0 h with mixing under nitrogen. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature, and then treated with 100 μl of 0.05 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) for about 10 min in order to remove free or loosely bound $^{111}$In⁺³ or $^{90}$Y⁺³ ions. Radioactive polymers were purified by Sephadex G25 PD-10 columns (GE Life Sciences, Piscataway, NJ). Radioactivity was measured using a CAPTUS 3000 multichannel analyzer (Canberra Industries, Inc., Meriden, CT). Radiostability was determined by incubating radiolabeled copolymers at 37 °C in the presence of mouse serum. Samples were collected at 24, 48 and 72 h and subjected to PD-10 column separation to determine the free radiolabel content.

2.5. Synthesis of PEGylated gold nanorods

Gold nanorods (GNRs) were synthesized using the seed-mediated growth method with an aspect ratio that correlates to a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak between 800 and 810 nm [24]. The light absorption profile was measured by UV spectrometry. The GNRs were then centrifuged and washed three times with deionized water to remove excess hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). After washing, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) (methoxy-PEG-thiol 5 kD, Creative PEGWorks, Winston Salem, NC) was added to the GNR suspension and stirred for 1 h to allow for sufficient coating. The PEG-GNRs were then dialyzed (10 k MWCO, Spectrum labs), centrifuged, washed, and concentrated to remove any excess, unbound PEG. The final concentration of the PEG-GNRs was 1.2 mg/ml (OD = 120) and were stored at 4 °C. Finally, the PEG-GNR solution was sterile filtered prior to use in vivo.

2.6. Animal tumor model

DU-145 prostate tumor cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were cultured in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) (ATCC, Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO₂ (v/v). Cells were harvested at approximately 80% confluence by treatment with TrypLE™ Express (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) and subsequent dilution in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Athymic Nu/Nu female mice were inoculated with $1 \times 10^7$ cells on both the left and right lower flanks of each mouse. Experiments were initiated after tumor diameters had reached 5–7 mm in diameter by external caliper measurement. All animal experiments were conducted under an approved protocol from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT).

2.7. Biodistribution of $^{111}$In HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugates

The general method of plasmonic photothermal therapy for moderate hyperthermia is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Prostate tumor bearing mice were administered 9.6 mg/kg of PEGylated GNRs via lateral tail vein injection and allowed to passively accumulate in the tumor via the EPR effect for 48 h. After 48 h mice were injected with 300–350 μCi of $^{111}$In labeled HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugates and immediately treated on the right tumor with moderate hyperthermia as described previously [15]. Briefly, the right tumor of the mouse was irradiated by laser at a wavelength of 808 nm for 10 min. Temperature was measured using a needle point temperature probe near the center of the tumor and laser power was adjusted in order to maintain tumor temperature at $43 \pm 1$ °C. The mouse was

![Fig. 1. Methodology for combination radiotherapy and hyperthermia treatment in prostate tumor bearing mice.](image-url)
anesthetized by isoflurane via nose cone and immediately placed on the bed of an Inveon microPET/SPECT/CT multimodality scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA) and imaged by single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) for 4 h. SPECT scans were performed in 22 min frames with an x-ray computed tomography (CT) scan performed at the beginning and end of the 4 h SPECT series. A follow up static SPECT/CT scan was also conducted at 24 h the following day. After 24 h, the mouse was euthanized and organs collected (blood, heart, lung, liver, spleen, kidney and tumors). The organs were weighed and gamma counted using a CAPTUS 3000 well counter. SPECT images were analyzed using the Inveon Research Workplace software (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern, PA) with regions of interest (ROI) drawn respective to the tumors shown on the CT image with SPECT registration. The estimated average voxel intensity obtained from each ROI of each tumor was correlated to the gamma counted tissues excised at the 24 h time point of each mouse. Left and right tumors were compared to determine differences in pharmacokinetic and biodistribution profiles from the imaging and necropsy data related to the hyperthermia treatment using GraphPad Prism Software (La Jolla, CA). The area under the curve (AUC) was determined using the trapezoid method via the same software.

2.8. Combination radiotherapy and hyperthermia treatment

Prostate tumor animal models treated with PEGylated GNRs were prepared as described above and injected with 250 μCi of 90Y labeled HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugates via the lateral tail vein injection. The right tumor of the mouse was subjected to moderate hyperthermia as described above. A saline (hyperthermia only) control group was also treated in a similar manner. Left and right tumor ellipsoid volumes were estimated by external caliper measurement of the length and width of each tumor twice weekly. Tumor volumes were normalized to measurement on day 0 of treatment. Animal tumor weights were monitored. At the end of the 40 day study the mice were euthanized and heart, lung, liver, spleen, kidney and both tumors were collected and incubated in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 48 h. The tissues were subsequently sliced into 5 μm slices and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained by the Histology Department at ARUP Laboratories (Salt Lake City, UT). Tissue slides were analyzed for toxicity related to radioactive exposure from the 90Y HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugate treatment. Tumor tissues were also investigated for evidence of radiotherapeutic damage.

2.9. Statistical analysis

Animal study results were analyzed for statistical significance using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test and biodistribution results between tumor treatments were analyzed by the student T-test using GraphPad Prism Software (La Jolla, CA).

3. Results and Discussion

The overall goal for this study was to evaluate a polymer containing both an imaging agent and a radiotherapeutic in conjunction with localized hyperthermia. The polymer was designed to reduce non-specific uptake, allow urinary clearance and assure sufficient uptake within the tumor mass. Characteristics of the copolymers are shown in Table 1. A polymer of less than 45 kDa was desired in order to minimize the lifetime of the HPMA copolymer in the body [2]. The DOTA content was expected to be 10 wt% based on the feed content of the copolymer (2.0 mol%). DOTA content was sufficient for 111In and 90Y radiolabelling demonstrated by the radioactive content shown in Table 1.

DOTA has been shown to be a stable chelator for both radioisotopes [22,25]. 111In is a common γ-emitting radionuclide used in the clinic for SPECT imaging [26]. 90Y as a beta emitting radionuclide has been clinically used for radiotherapeutic treatment of tumors [27]. 111In and 90Y have similar half-lives (2.80 and 2.67 days, respectively) that correspond to the potential biological half-life of HPMA copolymer construct. This allowed sufficient monitoring by imaging and radioactivity exposure for treatment of the tumor. The imaging construct based on 111In allowed image-based biodistribution and pharmacokinetic profiles that can predict therapeutic safety and efficacy of the 90Y radiotherapeutic construct. Stability of the 90Y with HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugate in the presence of serum is shown in Fig. 2. The 90Y labeled conjugate was ~93% stable over 72 h in mouse serum after separation on the PD-10 column. This could be caused by radioysis of some of the label due to the high beta energy of 90Y and lack of any scavenger in the formulation.

The results from the animal imaging study of the 111In labeled HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugate demonstrate increased localization in the tumor with moderate hyperthermia. Fig. 3A-C demonstrates that hyperthermia treated tumors (right tumor) have a marked increased localization of the HPMA copolymer over time. It also demonstrates that the most off-target overall exposure in the animal is likely the kidneys. Based on the 111In imaging version of the HPMA copolymer, the right tumor received a higher average exposure of beta particle emission than that of the left tumor due to hyperthermia treatment. Time activity concentration curves determined from image analysis was performed for each tumor (hyperthermia treated and control). Average voxel intensity from SPECT/CT images were calibrated based on the necropsied tissue counts of both tumors of each mouse collected at the 24 h time point (n = 3) (Fig. 3E). Radioactivity exposure to the tumor was measured by cal-

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HPMA copolymer–DOTA characteristics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polymer Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APMA-DOTA feed ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111In contentb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90Y contentb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Determined by MALD.  
* Determined by γ-counter at end of synthesis.

Fig. 2. Radiostability of the 90Y labeled HPMA copolymer–DOTA. Data are represented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) (n = 3). An average amount of approximately 93% was observed as macromolecular in size corresponding to the radiolabeled HPMA copolymer.
Calculating the AUC for 0–4 h and 4–24 h using the trapezoidal method. The hyperthermia treated tumor AUC\(_{0-4\text{ h}}\) = 1990 ± 310%ID ∙ min/g and AUC\(_{4-24\text{ h}}\) = 9107 ± 1512%ID ∙ min/g. The control tumors AUC\(_{0-4\text{ h}}\) = 648.5 ± 62.4%ID ∙ min/g and AUC\(_{4-24\text{ h}}\) = 2994 ± 391%ID ∙ min/g. The amount of exposure is about 3 times higher for the hyperthermia treated animals during both periods of 0–4 and 4–24 h. The accuracy during elimination phase (4–24 h) is limited based on the lack of data points between 4 and 24 h. However, the AUC ratios between both regions of the time activity curve are very similar (AUC\(_{0-4\text{ h}}\) ratio = 3.07 and AUC\(_{4-24\text{ h}}\) = 3.04) suggesting that the elimination phase fit is relatively accurate as we should expect the ratio of exposure to the tumors to be the same. SPECT imaging is known to have limitations in absolute quantitation and is normally considered semi-quantitative due to a lack of ability to correct for scattering, attenuation and other related factors that can skew imaging results. The data from this imaging study compare the left and right tumors of the same animal and can therefore represent a fairly accurate comparison. Overall, the imaging data analysis clearly demonstrates an increased accumulation of the radiolabeled polymer. This overall increase in exposure to the hyperthermia treated tumor can be related to the beta emitting \(^{90}\text{Y}\) radiolabeled HPMA construct and effectively explain the efficacy results discussed below.

The efficacy study shows the clear advantage of using moderate hyperthermia to improve the delivery and efficacy of \(^{90}\text{Y}\) radiotherapy (Fig. 4). Radiotherapy was only effective in the tumor treated with hyperthermia. This is expected due to the fact that we see more of the radiolabeled copolymers localizing in the tumor over time.

![Fig. 3. Biodistribution and pharmacokinetic analysis of \(^{111}\text{In}\) labeled HPMA copolymer-DOTA. A) Serial 22 min axial scans showing a comparison of the right (hyperthermia treated) and left tumors on the dorsal region of the animal injected 300 μCi of \(^{111}\text{In}\)-HPMA copolymer while under isoflurane. The large bright spot central to the anterior side of the animal is a result of a large accumulation in the bladder demonstrating the eventual clearance of the HPMA copolymer conjugates. Arrows denote hyperthermia treated tumor. B) CT image of the mouse showing the lower dorsal placement of the tumors. C) Whole body planar image at approximately 4 h post-injection. D) Biodistribution and pharmacokinetic analysis of \(^{111}\text{In}\) labeled HPMA copolymer-DOTA. Time activity graph showing the curve fits for the calculations of AUC for each tumor. Red line represents the right (hyperthermia) tumor and the blue line represents the left (control) tumor. Data represented as the mean ± SEM (n = 3). The hyperthermia treated tumor AUC\(_{0-4\text{ h}}\) = 1990%ID ∙ min/g and AUC\(_{4-24\text{ h}}\) = 9107%ID ∙ min/g. The control tumors AUC\(_{0-4\text{ h}}\) = 648.5%ID ∙ min/g and AUC\(_{4-24\text{ h}}\) = 2994%ID ∙ min/g. The dashed lines represent the elimination phases in which the accuracy is limited based on limited data points for analysis. E) The biodistribution data from the \(\gamma\)-counting of each individual organ at 24 h post injection. Data represented as the mean ± SEM (n = 3).](image)

![Fig. 4. Efficacy of \(^{90}\text{Y}\) HPMA copolymer-DOTA conjugates. Efficacy data for 40 days treatment comparing radiotherapy and hyperthermia combinations. No Treatment (Green) and hyperthermia (Blue) data are represented as mean ± SEM (n = 3). Radiotherapy (Red) and hyperthermia + radiotherapy (Yellow) are represented as mean ± SEM (n = 5). Statistical significance was analyzed by repeated measure ANOVA using Tukey’s post-test with hyperthermia (Blue) group (*) statistically different (p < 0.01) than control and radiotherapy alone. The combination hyperthermia + radiotherapy (yellow) group (**) was also found to be statistically different (p < 0.0001) than all other groups.](image)
Hyperthermia increases blood flow and perfusion to the tumor [28, 29], thus potentially augmenting the EPR effect and localization of HPMA copolymers. It is also possible that the increased perfusion to the tumor region may sensitize the tumor to the effects of radiation. This can be due to the increased oxygenation of the tumor delivered from the increased blood flow. Hyperthermia alone to the tumors using PPTT also had a significant effect but to a lesser extent. This is similar to results conducted in a similar study performed previously [16]. Despite the mild temperature increase in the overall tumor measured by the needle thermal couple, the local temperature near the gold nanorods may be higher and cause some vascular damage and disruption. This may lead to temporary starvation of the tumor that demonstrates reduced tumor growth and could explain the efficacy related to hyperthermia alone. Interestingly, the radiotherapy alone had no efficacy in this study. This can be explained based on the fact that the biodistribution studies in Fig. 4 show much less accumulation of the radioactivity in the tumors. The fact that hyperthermia has the potential to sensitize tumors to radiotherapy, also is supported based on these results.

The normalized animal weights shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate that the treatment was well tolerated. Histological analysis displayed in Fig. 6 also demonstrates the lack of damage to the primary organs of the mice. From the biodistribution studies the normal tissue/organ most exposed to radiation was the kidneys (Fig. 3). A time activity curve of the overall kidney exposure and relevant discussion can be found in the supplemental data section. However, kidney samples showed a normal structure of both glomerulus and proximal tubule regions. Possible evidence of radiation damage to the tumor is demonstrated in Fig. 6 due to increased fibrosis, vacuolization and increased number of apoptotic bodies. These effects are similar to results found in previous studies using 90Y radiotherapy [30, 31].

Further analysis was performed by comparing the differences in the amounts of necrotic tissue in the treated tumors versus non-treated tumors shown in Fig. 7. Some of the necrotic tissue is a result of rapid tumor growth in this animal model. Therefore, areas of necrosis from treatment were measured using image analysis software and compared to control mice. Necrosis in the combination radiotherapy and hyperthermia treated group was found to be approximately 5 times greater than that of control. This increase in levels of tissue damage is a result of the treatment and explains effects observed in the efficacy results (Fig. 2).

This study demonstrates the enhanced efficacy to prostate cancer treatment with 90Y HPMA copolymers in combination with gold nanorod mediated hyperthermia. One of the advantages of this system compared to other macromolecular radiotherapeutics that have been developed is the increased localization by external trigger and

---

**Fig. 5.** Normalized animal weight change. No treatment effect related to weight-loss was observed on either group of animals. No treatment group includes both no treatment and hyperthermia alone groups and the [Y-90]-HPMA-DOTA group includes both radiotherapy alone and combination groups from Fig. 4.

**Fig. 6.** Histology. Representative samples removed at the end of the 40 day study and stained using H&E staining. Organs showed no difference compared to controls. Arrows represent potential types of evidence for radiation related effects from 90Y-HPMA copolymer-DOTA and hyperthermia treatment. Heart (magnification 40×), Lung (40×), Liver (40×), Spleen (40×), Kidney (40×), Radiotherapy treated tumor (40×), Radiotherapy treated tumor (100×), Radiotherapy treated tumor (100×). Solid black arrow = thanatosome infiltration, White arrow = Fibrosis, Grey arrow = Vacuole formation, Striped arrow = Apoptotic bodies.
without increasing non-targeted tissue uptake. Targeting of the tumor for both the GNRs and the HPMA copolymers is via the EPR effect. One of the detriments to the EPR effect is the lack of sufficient quantities accumulating in the tumor of therapeutics. This particular approach not only increases the EPR effect presumably due to increased permeation and blood flow to the tumor but also sensitizes the tumor to the therapeutic. The intervention of laser irradiation assures that the effect is targeted to only the tumor region and thus improves the targeted delivery only within the desired location.

The size of HPMA copolymers used in this study were designed to eventually eliminate from the body but have sufficient circulation time to distribute into the hyperthermia treated tumors. However, the EPR effect of HPMA copolymers and other macromolecules has been shown to be enhanced by using larger molecular weight carriers based on longer circulation times due to their inability to be filtered through the pores in the glomerulus of the kidney. This may be detrimental because the longer the conjugates remain in the body the more likely the radiolabel can be released and distributed to undesirable organs and cause toxicity. However, recent large degradable HPMA copolymers have shown eventual clearance due to enzymatically cleavable spacers in the backbone of the polymer construct [32]. These conjugates showed a marked increase in tumor localization compared to small molecular weight systems and suggest that radiotherapeutic delivery could also be enhanced using this method. One emerging method for administering controlled localized hyperthermia is high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) [33]. This method could potentially have a similar effect in enhancing the delivery of polymer therapeutics. Although gold nanoparticles have shown no acute toxic effects, it has yet to be determined if the long-term exposure from the non-eliminated GNRs in the body may cause toxicity. Also the penetration of light to activate the hyperthermia delivery of polymer therapeutics using plasmonic photothermal therapy. Nano Today 2012;7:158–67.

4. Conclusion

The HPMA copolymers radiolabeled with $^{90}$Y for combination radiotherapy and hyperthermia were found to be effective in treatment of prostate tumors in a mouse model. HPMA copolymers were successfully monitored by SPECT imaging for biodistribution effects related to hyperthermia. The radioactive treatment was found to be primarily accumulated in the tumor. Histological examination of the various organs did not show evidence of any radioactive related toxicity. Overall, the conjugates were proven to be a potentially safe and efficacious treatment for prostate cancer.
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Fig. 7. Histological comparison of necrosis. H&E stained tumor slices representative of: A) normal mouse tumor and B) radiotherapy + hyperthermia treated tumor. Arrows represent areas of necrosis.


